Author Summary
Abstract 11
The brain can estimate the amplitude and direction of self-motion by integrating multiple 12 sources of sensory information, and use this estimate to update object positions in order to 13 provide us with a stable representation of the world. A strategy to improve the precision of the 14 object position estimate would be to integrate this internal estimate and the sensory feedback 15 about the object position based on their reliabilities. Integrating these cues, however, would 16 only be optimal under the assumption that the object has not moved in the world during the 17 intervening body displacement. Therefore, the brain would have to infer whether the internal 18 estimate and the feedback relate to a same external position (stable object), and integrate and/or 19 segregate these cues based on this inference -a process that can be modeled as Bayesian Causal 20 inference. To test this hypothesis, we designed a spatial updating task across passive whole-21 body translation in complete darkness, in which participants (n=11), seated on a vestibular sled, 22 had to remember the world-fixed position of a visual target. Immediately after the translation, 23 a second target (feedback) was briefly flashed around the estimated "updated" target location, 24 and participants had to report the initial target location. We found that the participants' 25 responses were systematically biased toward the position of the second target position for 26 relatively small but not for large differences between the "updated" and the second target 27 location. This pattern was better captured by a Bayesian causal inference model than by 28 alternative models that would always either integrate or segregate the internally-updated target 29 position and the visual feedback. Our results suggest that the brain implicitly represents the 30 posterior probability that the internally updated estimate and the sensory feedback come from 31 a common cause, and use this probability to weigh the two sources of information in mediating 32 spatial constancy across whole-body motion. 33 34 Introduction 46 Motor acts have immediate consequences for the sensory input. For example, a saccadic eye movement across the visual scene temporarily suppresses visual processing [1] and alters the 48 retinal image [2] . Nevertheless, the brain retains correspondence between the presaccadic and 49 postsaccadic scenes -called visual stability -by dissociating these changes in retinal input from 50 those due to changes of the visual scene itself [3] . 51
To do so, it has been suggested that the brain uses an internal forward model that, based on a 52 copy of the saccadic motor command, predicts the postsaccadic scene, which can then be 53 compared with the actual feedback of the postsaccadic scene [4, 5] . However, this evaluation 54 process is not flawless because both signals, i.e., the predicted and the actual feedback, are 55 noisy [6] . The optimal strategy for the brain to cope with such uncertainty is through statistically 56 weighting the evidence that the predicted and the actual feedback reflect the same scene or not. 57
This strategy is known as Bayesian causal inference [7] . 58
Recently, we provided evidence for this strategy using the saccadic suppression of displacement 59 task [8] , testing how participants judge the presaccadic location of a visual object that shifted 60 during a saccade [9] . Following the rules of Bayesian causal inference, integration was strong 61 when predicted and actual feedback represented spatially close target locations (as if they had 62 a common cause), but weakened with larger spatial differences, depending on the precision of 63 these signals [9] . 64 While the saccadic system has provided evidence for Bayesian causal inference, it is not trivial 65 that this mechanism is also applied to retain visual stability in other motion conditions. Saccades 66 are rapid, self-generated movements that result in an abrupt alteration of the visual scene [10] , 67 and more critically in a selective suppression of visual information [11] . Therefore, a 68 mechanism that predicts the reafferent visual information based on motor commands (via 69 forward models) may be a prerequisite for visual updating across saccades [4, 5] . In contrast to 70 saccades, passively induced motions, such as riding a car, induce slow and progressive changes 71 of the visual input, and do not have corresponding motor commands that could be used to 72 predict the visual consequences of self-motion. Given these differences, it is not clear how the 73 brain deals with passive self-motion when the environment remains visible. 74
During passive self-motion, the brain must rely on vestibular and other sensory signals to infer 75 the motion [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Various studies suggested that there is a clear compensation for passive 76 self-motion in the updating of visual space, although compensation is not always perfect [17-77 20] . Other studies have shown that this compensation is severely compromised when the 78 vestibular system is lesioned, indicating that vestibular signals weight significantly into visual 79 space updating [21] . 80
Despite these insights, it is important to point out that most of these studies operationalized 81 visual updating by measuring how the brain, in darkness, keeps track of remembered target 82 locations during the motion, in which reliance on self-motion feedback in updating is necessary. 83
In heuristic terms, these self-motion updates may be superfluous in natural settings, where the 84 visual world remains continuously available, uninterrupted by the motion [22] . 85
Here, we ask whether the brain applies Bayesian causal inference in the processing of self-86 motion-based visual updates and actual visual feedback signals, or whether it simply derives 87 heuristic, suboptimal solutions to achieve visual stability during passive self-motion, e.g., by 88 relying on visual feedback alone. 89
To address this question, we designed a spatial updating task across passive whole-body 90 translation, in which participants, seated on a vestibular sled, had to remember the world-fixed 91 position of a visual target and report its location after the intervening body displacement. 92
Critically, in contrast to previous studies, the target was briefly presented again at the end of 93 the displacement (as actual visual feedback), but shifted relative to the updated target location. 94
In line with the predictions of Bayesian causal inference, we found that our participants' 95 responses were systematically biased to the actual visual feedback, depending on its spatial 96 discrepancy with the updated location. Our data could not be accounted for by a standard 97 optimal integration model that integrates the internal update and actual feedback irrespectively 98 of their spatial discrepancy, or by reliance on either one of these signals. Our findings suggest 99 that the brain explicitly represents the causal structure in multiple signal integration for visual 100 stability across whole-body motion. 101
Methods

102
Participants 103 11 participants took part in the present study (mean age = 27.3 yrs (SE = 2.4), 7 males). All 104 subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and had no known vestibular or neurological 105 disorders. The present study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Social 106
Sciences of the Radboud University, Nijmegen. Every participant gave written informed 107 consent prior to participating in the experiment. 108
Apparatus 109
Participant's displacement was operated by a custom-made sled, consisting of a chair mounted 110 on an 800-mm track (see [16] for more details). The sled was powered by a linear motor 111 (TB15N, Technotion, Almelo, The Netherlands) and controlled by a Kollmorgen S700 drive 112 (Danaher, Washington, DC). The movements of the sled were controlled with a precision better 113 than 0.034 mm, 2 mm/s and 150 mm/s2. Participants were seated with their interaural axis 114 aligned with the direction of the sled motion. Head movements were restricted by an ear-fixed 115 mold and a chin rest so that participants' eyes were kept at a distance of 1.47 m orthogonal to 116 an OLED screen of size 1234x676 mm (55EA8809-ZC, LG, Seoul, South Korea). The screen 117 had a refresh rate of 60 Hz. It was placed in front of the sled, aligned with its center (see Fig  118   1A ). A black cardboard frame was mounted on the screen to prevent any residual illumination 119 that could make the screen edges visible. 120
A linear guide was mounted on the sled, in front of the participants and at the level of their 121 thoracic diaphragm. By moving a slider on this guide, subjects controled the horizontal motion 122 of a cross-hair cursor displayed on the screen. Position of the slider was continuously tracked 123 at 200 Hz using two Optotrak Certus systems (NDI, Northern Digital Instruments, Waterloo, 124 Canada). The experiment and setup were controlled using software written in Python 2.7. 125 (green cross) to the homing position (yellow square). Next, a target (red disc) was flashed for 130 300 ms, whose world-centered location had to be remembered. Then, the participant was 131 displaced by 40 cm within 1 s, after which a probe target appeared for 50 ms, shifted relative to 132 the updated target position. Finally, the green cursor reappeared and the participant had to 133 position it at the remembered world-centered location of the target. 134 135 Procedure 136
We designed a task that addresses spatial updating across whole-body passive translation. The 137 task comprised two kinds of trials, update-only trials and test trials. In the update-only trials, 138 participants had to remember the world-fixed position of a target, briefly flashed prior to the 139 motion, and report its location after the motion. Previous work has shown imperfect spatial 140 updating for passive translation in complete darkness [17, 23] and the update-only trials were 141 used to determine the updating gain per participant (see below). The test trials were identical to 142 the update-only trials, with the exception that at the end of the motion, but prior to the 143 participant's response, the target was briefly displayed again. The location of this probe target 144 varied, but was centered on the internally-updated target location, as estimated on the basis of 145 the update-only trials. 146
The details of the task are shown in Fig 1B. At the beginning of each trial, participants were 147 passively moved to the homing position of the sled, either at -200 mm or at +200 mm relative 148 to the screen's center, depending on whether the trial was to test updating across rightward or 149 leftward translation. Then, participants were presented with a 20x20 mm green cursor on the 150 screen, along with a 20x20mm yellow square (cursor homing position) and a gray body-fixed 151 fixation dot (radius: 3.5 mm) that participants had to fixate throughout the trial ( Fig 1B) . Using 152 the linear guide, participants had to bring the cursor onto the homing position such that both 153 disappeared, which triggered the onset of the target (red disc, radius: 12.5 mm), presented for 154 300 ms, at one of five possible locations (-100, -50, 0, 50, 100 mm relative to screen center). 155
At target offset, participants were passively moved sideways by 40 cm to the left or to the right 156 for a duration of 1 s with a minimum-jerk velocity profile (peak velocity: 0.7 m/s, peak 157 acceleration: 2.2 m/s²). In the test trials, at the end of the motion a probe target was briefly 158 flashed for 50 ms with one of eight possible shifts (-228, -80, -28, -8, 8, 28, 80, 228 mm) relative 159 to the internally updated target location, which was estimated by a preceding block of update-160 only trials. Finally, in both kinds of trials the cursor reappeared and a brief sound cued the 161 participant to position the cursor at the initially remembered, world-centered location of the 162 target. Participants had 2.5 s to provide their response. If no response was detected within the 163 time limit, the trial was repeated later during the experiment. After the participant had given 164 his/her response, a new trial started, testing updating across motion in the opposite direction. 165
To keep participants motivated and focused on good performance, a message was displayed 166 after every 20 trials showing the average error of the last 20 trials. If the average error was 167 smaller than at the previous message, it was displayed in green (red otherwise). Every 168 participant was instructed to aim for a green feedback signal as often as possible. Overall, threshold for statistical significance was defined as 5%. 203
For the purpose of plotting only, participants' data were remapped to a rightward body-204 displacement. 205
Model 206
In this study's main task a trial started with flashing a visual target. Next, the participant was 207 moved sideways and at the end of the motion a probe was flashed either at or with an horizontal 208 deviation from the internally-updated target position (determined using the update-only trials; 209 see Procedure). Throughout the trial a body-fixed fixation cross was present. The participant 210 was then required to indicate the world-fixed position of the target presented before the motion. 211
The purpose was to investigate whether in this situation of passive self-motion and 212 uninterrupted visual input the brain solves the position updating task by combining the available 213 memory and sensory information, on the one hand the internally-updated position of the pre-214 motion target, denoted m, and on the other hand the post-motion probe target position, denoted 215 v, in a statistically optimal fashion, i.e., according to a causal Bayesian inference mechanism 216 [7, 9] . The ideas of this approach are now summarized informally, but more details can be found 217 in the supplemental material. 218
The causal Bayesian inference model is principally probabilistic: both update m and visual 219 probe percept v are considered to be contaminated by noise and represented as probability 220 distributions, taken to be Gaussian. In addition, the model involves a prior distribution, also 221 Gaussian, representing the participant's a priori beliefs about target position, independent of 222 trial information. According to the model, on each trial two hypotheses are considered: one 223 being that m and v have a common cause (here: the probe was displayed at the correct internally-224 updated target position), the other that they have distinct causes (the probe was displaced 225 relative to the internally-updated location). 226
Under the first hypothesis (v gives 'true' information) the optimal way to combine the m, v, and 227 prior distributions is by Bayesian integration, resulting in a Gaussian distribution with 228 intermediate mean and higher precision, with precision defined as inverse variance. To be 229 precise, the mean of the integration is the average of the m and v and prior means, each weighted 230 by its own precision, while the integration precision is the sum of the m, v, and prior precisions. 231
Under the second hypothesis (v is from displaced probe) the optimal way to proceed is simply 232
ignore v and just integrate m and the prior. This is called segregation. 233
To optimally apply the distributions for the two hypotheses, the integration distribution for a 234 correctly positioned probe, and the segregation distribution for a displaced probe, the 235 probability of the probe being displaced or not is still needed. The model assumes the participant 236 has a prior probability for the probe being correctly positioned, which on each trial is combined 237
with the m and v information of that trial to result in the corresponding posteriori probability. 238 distribution v for the visually presented probe is supposed to be accurate with variance 2 246 treated as a free parameter. 247
The distribution m for the internally-updated position of the pre-motion target cannot be 248 assumed to be accurate: it has been established that, under the conditions of our experiment, 249 passive self-motion amplitude is underestimated [16] . We allow for such underestimation by 250 introducing a gain factor α. 
Alternative models 276
The Bayesian causal inference model is a true 'ideal observer' model. All available information 277 is used in a statistically optimal way, including computation of the posterior probe displacement 278 probability for determining the weights in the mixture model. Arguably, this theoretical 279 benchmark is hard to attain in real life and the brain might instead resort to some approximating 280 heuristic. One possibility is that it does not compute probabilities for the two competing 281 hypotheses, correct or displaced probe position, but deterministically chooses one or the other, 282
i.e., always integrates or always segregates, respectively. The first alternative, forced fusion, 283 has been previously suggested for saccadic eye-movements [6, 27] . It is an extreme case of the 284 causal inference mixture model with 0-1 weights. Similarly, choosing to always segregate 285 corresponds to the opposite 0-1 weighting in the mixture model. 286
A third possible heuristic is segregation with roles reversed: just process the directly given 287 visual cue and do not consider memory updates. The plausibility of this approach derives from 288 the fact that during passive whole-body movements the brain lacks the possibility to predict the 289 consequence of self-motion due to the absence of motor commands. The usefulness of keeping 290 track of memory and applying updates is not clear for naturalistic situations, where continuous 291 visual feedback is available. For the update-only trials without visual feedback the memory 292 model is retained, based on the assumption that, in the absence of other, more precise 293 information, the brain is able to spatially update an object based on an internal estimate of self-294 motion. 295
Next to the causal inference model also these three simpler models, one integration and two 296 segregation models, were fitted and the model fits were compared. 297 to the integration model close to zero probe target shift (reflecting a high weight for common 308 cause, thus integration), but its slope diminishes in absolute value and may even reverse sign, 309 curving back to the horizontal memory-only axis, reflecting the growing weight for the 310 segregate-memory branch of the mixture distribution with increasing disceprancy of the visual 311 feedback signal. 312 Furthermore, the causal inference model also makes testable predictions about response 313 variability ( Fig 2B, right panel) . The integration branch of this mixture model, which minimizes 314 variability, has a high weight (common cause probability) close to zero probe target shift and 315 this weight decreases with growing spatial discrepancy, i.e., with growing shift amplitude. 316 Therefore, our participants' response variability should decrease as the spatial discrepancy 317 between the expected and actual feedback decreases. In contrast, the weights predicted by the 318 optimal integration model as well as by the segregation models (memory-only and visual-only) 319 do not depend on the actual spatial discrepancy between the internally-updated target position 320 and the probe position. Therefore, as predicted by these models, response variability as a 321 function of probe displacement follows a flat line whom intercept corresponds depends on the 322 precision of the internal update, of the perception of the probe location and of the prior position 323 (optimal integration), or on the precision of the internal update and of the prior position 324 (memory-only), or on the precision of the perception of the probe location and of the prior 325 position (visual-only). 326
Models predictions 298
Model fitting and evaluation 327
The causal inference model has six free parameters: the variances 2 and 2 of the m and v 328 distributions, the mean π and variance 2 of the target prior, the updating gain α, and the prior 329 probability of correct probe position. The last parameter has no role in the integration model 330 and the visual-only segregation model, for which five parameters are left. The memory-only 331 model has again one parameter less, the variance of the ignored distribution, 2 , for a total of 332 four parameters. All these models were fit to 1D localization data from both update-only and 333 test trials, which were composed of 8 displacement sizes, 5 targets locations and 2 self-motion 334 directions. Given there is no visual feedback during updating-only trials, we assumed subjects 335 used the memory-model in these conditions to compute their estimate. Thus, the best-fitting 336 parameters set were optimized for both updating-only and test trials. 337 Parameters were fit by maximum likelihood estimation. Lacking an analytical solution for the 338 mixture model likelihood, this likelihood was sampled by taking 10,000 draws from each of the 339 m and v distributions. Although the segregation and integration processes possess closed-form 340 likelihoods, we used the same simulation approach throughout for consistency. From the 341 discrete draws, a likelihood function was obtained by kernel density estimation (KDE, [28]). 342
We chose a Gaussian kernel with bandwidth h determined by Silverman's rule of thumb (ℎ = 343 (4/3 ) 1/5 � ≅ 0.168 �, with � the sample SD; Silverman, 1986 ). This KDE approach has been 344 used before [29] , but alternatively the model draws can be binned into a likelihood histogram 345 [7, 9] or the likelihood can be approximated without sampling through numerical integration 346
[30] or linearization [31] . To our knowledge, no study has explicitly compared these 347
approximations. 348
Likelihood optimization was performed numerically using Bayesian Adaptive Direct Search 349 (BADS, [32] ). BADS requires specification of upper and lower bounds as well as plausible 350 upper and lower bounds; the bounds we used can be found in the supplemental material (Table  351 S1). The upper bound for the visual noise parameter ( ) was set to 100 mm based on the largest 352 visual noise level estimated in a control condition (see Table S4 in supplemental material). For 353 every model and participant we computed 100 fits using random parameter initializations and 354 selected the best from these. Models' goodness of fit was assessed using the root mean square 355 error (RMSE). For model comparison the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC, [33]) was used. 356
To validate our fitting procedure, we performed both a parameter and model recovery analysis 357 to ensure parameters and models can be inferred well using our experimental design and 358 analysis pipeline (see Tables S2 and S3 in supplemental material) . 359
Results
360
The present study aimed at determining the inference mechanism used by the brain to estimate 361 the position of an object after a passive, whole-body translation. More specifically, we were 362 interested in examining whether the brain would only rely on the visual feedback, given it is 363 continuously available during self-motion, or also consider the expected sensory feedback, and 364 then either just use the latter, or always integrate both sources of feedback, or weighting these 365 two possibilities according to the causal inference model. To do so, we designed a spatial 366 updating task across whole-body passive translation where our participants' task was to 367 remember the world-fixed position of a target displayed prior to the translation and then shown 368 again as a probe at the end of the displacement, at a location shifted relative to the internally 369 updated target position. We were particularly interested in examining the effect of the probe 370 shift on the response bias and variability. 371 Beside a positive linear effect (χ 2 (1) = 10.23, p = 0.001), probe shift also revealed a significant 392 (χ 2 (1) = 5.37, p = 0.020) quadratic effect (with the sign consistent with the CI model). The 393 participants is shown in Fig S3 in supplemental material) . Similarly, Fig 4B presents the same 413 plots at the group level. These variability data were also subjected to a mixed model analysis 414 with motion direction and a linear plus (ordinary) quadratic probe target component as 415 predictors. Again, no main or interaction effect for motion direction was found (all p > 0.86). 416
Target shift showed no linear (χ 2 (1) = 0.24, p = 0.621), but a higly significant (χ 2 (1) = 62.47, p 417 < 10 -14 ) concave-up quadratic effect, as predicted by the CI model. Here, the random part 418 consisted of a random intercept only. 419 420 location. The Causal inference model is the only of the tested models that captures the effect of 427 spatial discrepancy on our participants response variability. 428
Model fits and evalution 429
Bayesian causal inference predicts that the memory-based updated target location and the visual 430 feedback are integrated in proportion to the posterior probability that they refer to a same target 431 location (common cause). We tested this hypothesis against the predictions made by three 432 alternative models. One of these is an optimal integration model that combines the memory 433 this suggests overwhelming evidence for the causal inference model compared to the three 460 alternative models (see Fig 5) . Table 1 lists the best fit parameters of the causal inference model 461 and parameter fits of all the models are presented in the supplemental material (Table S5) 
Discussion
464
Because images from world-centered objects shift on our retina when the eyes move in space, 465 either by eye rotation or body motion, the brain must compensate for our motion in order to 466 keep a spatially constant representation of the world. This spatial updating mechanism involves 467 that the brain internally updates remembered object locations based on the estimated self-468 motion. To explain spatial constancy across saccadic eye movements, we recently suggested 469 that the brain relies on a causal inference mechanism [9] , showing that the updated target 470 location after saccades and the new visual feedback are integrated and/or segregated based on 471 the posterior probability that they refer to the same position in the world. However, passive 472 self-motion differs from saccadic eye-movements in that visual feedback is typically 473 continously available and spatial updating cannot rely on the efference copy of the motor 474 commands. Therefore, the present study aimed at determining whether the brain would call on 475
Bayesian causal inference or whether it would use a simpler heuristic, for instance solely relying 476 on the available visual feedback for spatial updating after passive whole-body motion. In line 477 with the prediction made by Bayesian causal inference, our results show that responses were 478 biased toward the probe location, with proportionally stronger bias for small probe 479 displacements and a relatively smaller bias for the larger displacements. We conclude that, in 480 order to maintain spatial constancy across passive body motion, the brain would weigh the 481 internally-updated target position and the visual feedback based on the posterior probability 482 that they refer to a common position in the world. 483
As quantitative support for support this conclusion, we fitted a Bayesian Causal inference 484 model and compared its predictions to those of three alternative models: an optimal integration 485 model and a visual-only as well as a memory-only segregation model. The response patterns of 486 our participants could be better captured by the Causal inference model compared to these 487 alternative models, both in terms of quality of fit and of model evidence as measured by the 488 RMSE and the Bayesian Information Criterion. The fitted prior on the probability of having a 489 common cause was on average about 0.54, but could vary across participants, with some 490 participants being closer to the prediction of an optimal integration model ( ( ) ≈ 1, n = 3) 491 and others being closer to a segregation model ( ( ) ≈ 0, n = 1). Such variability has also been 492 reported in a previous study [9] , perhaps related to effects of instruction and experimental 493 context. 494
Another important prediction of causal inference is that response variability should decrease 495 non-linearly as target and probe are optimally integrated, that is, as its spatial difference of the 496 probe target with the internally-updated target position is smaller. Again, this response 497 variability pattern was observed in most of our participants. 498
It is important to point out that our data cannot be used to determine whether our participants 499 were using a true Bayes-optimal causal inference strategy or a suboptimal approximation of it 500
[36]. More specifically, because the posterior probability of having a common cause partially 501 depends on how these two cues can be spatiotemporally discriminated, this would depend on 502 how precise their representation is. Our previous study investigating the role of causal inference 503 in spatial constancy across saccades manipulated the sensory reliability of the post-saccadic 504 probe target by varying its presentation duration [9] . It was found that for longer presentation 505 durations, which results in a more precise probe target representation, participants' responses 506 were more biased toward the probe location for small displacement (stronger integration) but 507 also more quickly disregarded as the size of the displacement increased. This result suggest that 508 observers could obey a true Bayes-optimal decision strategy in spatial constancy tasks. 509
While our results suggest updating responses rely on a Bayesian causal inference, they cannot 510 disentangle the different possible implementations of the decision strategy used in causal 511 inference. Here, we only considered causal inference as a model averaging approach: both 512 integration and segregation estimates are combined and weighted based on the posterior 513 probability of having a common cause in a particular trial. Alternative decision strategies have 514 been suggested as well and have been compared in previous studies, including model selection 515
[37], probability matching [9,38] and coupling prior [39, 40] . Nonetheless, model averaging 516 most of the time outperformed these alternative decision strategies in predicting participants 517 response in cue-combination and unity judgment tasks [7, 9, 30, 37] . 518
Previous research has investigated spatial updating across body translation in complete 519 darkness using psychophysical procedure where participants have to compare the position of a 520 probe target to a reference [17, 19] . Despite the similarity with our test trials where a probe 521 target was shown at the end of the translation, the aim of these studies was in fact closer to the 522 goal of our updating-only trials: measuring how an observer updates an object position based 523 on vestibular cues only. A critical difference with our test trials lies in the role played by the 524 probe target and the way it can be used. Comparing the probe position to the target position 525 necessarily implies to segregate these positions and to regard them as being generated by 526 different causes (compare one object vs. another). In contrast, we used an estimation task where 527 participants had to report the location of the target, possibly combining the probe location as an 528 additional source of information. In contrast to using a 2-AFC task as previously described, our 529 estimation procedure allows us to determine the way visual feedback regarding the target can 530 be used in order to more precisely update the target location. 531
Our spatial updating task involved passive linear body-translation in complete darkness with 532 restricted eye-movements due to the body-fixed fixation target. This allowed us to better control 533 the types of sources of information that the brain could use in order to estimate the translation 534 amplitude and consequently update the target location. Optic flow was not available at all. 535 Therefore, the amplitude estimate could mostly be derived from the integration of canals and 536 otoliths signals about the angular and linear acceleration of the head in space respectively 537 [15, 41] . Increasing the number of sensory and motor sources about self-motion, reflecting more 538 ecological situations, however, would not rule out the use of causal inference. Integration of 539 these multiple sources of information would actually result in a more precise estimate of the 540 updated target location, which would then be better discriminated from the sensory feedback of 541 the target. The sharpening of the sensory cue estimates should finally impact on the posterior 542 probability of having a common cause and, consequently, on the weighting of integration and/or 543 segregation of these estimates. Interestingly, this causal inference could take place at multiple 544 stages of processing: e.g. related to the multisensory cue-combination to estimate self-motion, 545 and related to the integration of the sensory feedback in order to improve the estimate of the 546 target location or to detect an external change in the object. 547
We used a computational approach to describe and predict human updating behavior. Previous 548 theoretical work suggested that Bayesian optimal integration could be supported by the linear 549 combination of neural population activity that can be approximated by Poisson-like 550 distributions [42, 43] . In line with this suggestion, it has been shown in macaques that MSTd 551 neurons compute the weighted sum of their inputs, the weights of which were varying according 552 to motion coherence, which was a manipulation of cue reliability [44] . Similar evidence for 553 neuronal correlates of optimal integration has been found in studies involving visuo-vestibular 554 stimuli [45] . More recently, an audio-visual cue-combination study combined with fMRI found 555 evidence for a possible cortical hierarchy implementing causal inference [46] . At the bottom of 556 the hierarchy, primary sensory areas encode their preferred stimulus (segregation estimates), 557
whereas optimal integration of the sensory cues and the encoding of the uncertainty about their 558 causal structure would occur higher in the hierarchy (posterior intraparietal sulcus and anterior 559 intraparietal sulcus respectively). This study, however, considered Bayesian causal inference in 560 a task that involves the combination of unisensory cues. In contrast, spatial updating involves 561 the combination of a sensory feedback and an internal, amodal estimate of the expected sensory 562 feedback itself derived from multisensory sources of information. Therefore, it remains to be 563 determined whether this cortical hierarchy would also support Bayesian causal inference for 564 spatial constancy. Interfering techniques, such as TMS, could be used in order to test whether 565 it affects how participants integrate sensory cues given their spatial disparity in spatial updating 566 tasks. 567
